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Apple has just introduced the newest, fastest, lightest MacBook Pros ever, with new
features like the integrated OLED Touch Bar you can see above the top row of keys
MagBytes; the fine print
This is a free New Zealand subscriber email info magazine from the NZ Apple news and info site mac-nz.com.
MagBytes tells you what’s happening and what’s new in the world of Apple every month, compiled from Mac NZ.
Learn tips and how to do interesting things with your Macs and iDevices, and how to get more out of them.
MagBytes is brought to you by Mark Webster, onetime editor of NZ Macguide magazine and a long-time trainer and commentator on Apple and the world of technology.
Mark wrote about Apple for a worldwide audience on the New Zealand Herald under the title ‘Apple Watch’ (2009-2014) and at his Mac NZ Apple info site for New Zealand. You can store
your issues of MagBytes on your HD, Thumb Drive or on CD/DVD, read it on screen, or even just drag it to iTunes (or to iBooks, from Mavericks) to have it appear on your iPhone and iPad
(inside iBooks) next time you sync. Or print it out, even – and please feel free to pass MagBytes on.
MagBytes is free to receive and you can opt out any time by sending an email here with ‘opt out’ in the subject line. The email list is guarded and private and held by Mac NZ for this purpose
only. Find out more about the MagBytes Apple newsletter online (click on Mac NZ MagBytes Newsletter at top right).

Mac NZ

>>

>>

Mac News

More news: www.mac-nz.com

New Macs at last! Space Grey or silver, OLED strip, lighter-thinner ...

Three versions of 2 new MacBook Pros
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Apple announces new MacBook Pro in 13” and 15”
and silver or space gray — Both models have an Oled
touch row above the number keys, replacing the
Function keys (F-Keys). This replaces the standard
system functions of instant access to brightness and
volume, and it adapts to the software you’re using:
in Safari, it shows buttons for the favourite sites, for
instance. Once you’re there, it becomes a back, search
field, tab, and more. In photos, it has an interface for
straightening a photo.
The 15-inch MacBook Pro was 18mm, the new one
is 15.5mm – that’s 14% thinner, and 20% smaller by
volume. It weighs 1.81kgs (4 US pounds), a saving of
.23kgs (half a pound). The 13-inch is 23% less by volume
the previous generation, and 14.9mm instead of 18mm.
The trackpad is a force touch trackpad, twice as large
as the previous generation. The keyboard is all new as
well. It uses the butterfly switch mechanism from the
12-inch MacBook, using a second-generation butterfly
for better feel and travel.
Log in with your fingerprint, integrated into the power
button. Sapphire crystal, and supported by a brand
new chip, the Apple T1, with secure enclave.

NZ prices, availability

• The 13-inch MacBook Pro starts at Recommended
Retail Price (RRP) NZD $2499 inc GST, features a
2.0GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 processor with Turbo
Boost speeds up to 3.1GHz, 8GB of memory and 256GB
of flash storage, and ships today.
• The 13-inch MacBook Pro with the revolutionary

Scan QR Code to quickly
get in touch with iStore

Enhancing Your Apple Experience
www.istorenz.com

Authorised to service iPod,
iPad and Mac
61 Hurstmere Road, Takapuna

09 486 1493

Mac NZ
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Touch Bar and Touch ID starts at RRP NZD
$2999, and features a 2.9GHz dual-core
Intel Core i5 processor with Turbo Boost
speeds up to 3.3GHz, 8GB of memory and
256GB of flash storage, and is estimated to
ship in two to three weeks.
• The 15-inch MacBook Pro starts at RRP
NZD $3999, features the revolutionary
Touch Bar and Touch ID, a 2.6GHz quadcore Intel Core i7 processor with Turbo
Boost speeds up to 3.5GHz, 16GB of
memory and 256GB of flash storage, and is
estimated to ship in two to three weeks.
• Additional technical specifications,
configure-to-order options and accessories
are available online.

Final Cut Pro X (10.3)

Apple also today introduced a significant
update to its professional video editing
app, Final Cut Pro X, featuring incredible
new editing features for the Magnetic
Timeline, support for the revolutionary
Touch Bar on the new MacBook Pro
and a redesigned interface with full
support for wide colour workflows.
The Touch Bar replaces the keyboard’s
traditional function row with a brilliant,
Retina®-quality Multi-Touch™ display
that dynamically adapts to Final Cut Pro
X by putting intuitive, context-sensitive
controls right at the user’s fingertips.

New Macs! New Final Cut Pro X takes advantage of the Touch Bar
Apple also released updates to Motion and
Compressor.
With the new Magnetic Timeline in
Final Cut Pro X, users can understand
their film at a glance with customisable
arrangement and colour coding of audio
clips based on dialogue, music and effects.
It’s simple to create and assign roles, and
give each one a unique colour.
Integration with the Touch Bar on the
new MacBook Pro boosts creativity and
productivity by dynamically adapting to
each task and presenting intuitive controls
exactly when and where users need them.
While using Final Cut Pro X the Touch
Bar lets users instantly switch between
editing tools, adjust audio levels and tap
into useful commands for trimming and
playback.
A redesigned interface streamlines the
layout of Final Cut Pro X to optimise
screen space for MacBook Pro users, while
a darker, flat look puts the focus on the
content. Customisable workspaces lets
users adjust window arrangements for
different tasks such as organising, editing
and colour grading. Full support for wide
colour workflows allows users to import,
edit and deliver video in standard Rec.
601 and Rec. 709 colour spaces, or in wide
gamut Rec. 2020 colour space.
Also:

• Flow transition
creates invisibly
smooth jump cuts;
• Remove Attributes
allows users to
easily delete or reuse
select effects across
multiple clips;
• Timecode overlay
effect and generator
allow users to edit
with a large view of
source timecode;
• Support for ProRes
MXF, Panasonic
V-Log and export of
AVC-Intra;
• Direct video
output via
Thunderbolt 3
enables high-quality
video monitoring on
an external display
with a single cable.
Motion 5.3
features a sleek
new interface with
support for wide
colour workflows
and 3D text
enhancements.

>>

Mac News

Mac NZ

>>

iOS, Watson are Apple/IBM glue
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IBM and Apple have been partnering with
each other for some time now. The action
continues with Macs finding great favour
within IBM while education initiatives
via iPads continue. Finally, IBM’s Watson
business unit (which now employs an
estimated 10,000 workers) has to be giving
Apple some big ideas. This has the signs
of becoming one of the most productive
partnerships ever, amongst former rivals,
in the tech industry.
Clearly IBM has learned a lot about how
to increase productivity and cut costs by
giving employees Macs, the best tool for
the job.

Shawnee Heights School Apple

Kansas’ Shawnee Heights School District,
working with Jamf IT management
solutions, has gone from 100% Microsoft
to mostly Apple products in the past five
years.
The district buys all its products instead of
leasing them despite dealing with budget
constraints (as most school systems do).

Lack of upgrades and Mac sales
According to both Gartner and IDC, during
the third quarter (3Q) of 2016, Apple
shipped five million Macs. That’s down
from 5.4 million in the year-ago quarter,

In other Mac news ... IBM, Shawnee, Mac sales, LEGO Macs, Civ VI
according to Gartner – and down from 5.8,
according to IDC. That’s a 13.4% decline.
And Apple can’t blame it on sales lost to
the iPad, since tablet sales aren’t picking
up the slack. But the problem, everyone
agrees, is the until-now stale Mac line-up.
Mac Observer has added to this debate
with ‘Technical professionals are hanging
out for the best from Apple‘.

LEGO Macs in the workplace

LEGO, founded in 1932, has modernised its
IT infrastructure by integrating Mac and
iOS devices into its corporate environment
using Jamf’s Apple device management
solution.

Civilization VI for macOS

Just three days after launching for
Windows, the latest instalment of the
long-running Civilization strategy series,
Civilization VI has come to macOS after
three years development. Developed by
Firaxis and ported to macOS by Aspyr,
this changes the formula of the game
somewhat, placing more emphasis on
the terrain around a city which can be
developed into districts. Other new
features include research on the game’s
technology tree based on nearby terrain,
a tree for cultural improvements, better
government civics structure, and new

artificial intelligence
mechanics.
Minimum
requirements for the
game are OS X 10.11
El Capitan or macOS
10.12 Sierra, a quadcore i5 processor
running at 2.7GHz or
faster, 6 gigabytes
of RAM, and 15
gigabytes of storage
space. Minimum
GPU requirements
are a Radeon HD
6790, GeForce 775M,
or Iris Pro. The game
does not support
Metal at this time.
Civilization VI is
available now on
Steam for NZ$99.95/
US$60 – a single
purchase allows
play on macOS and
Windows.
(A Deluxe Edition
will set you back
NZ$129.95!) The
title will arrive on
the Mac App Store
shortly.

>>

Mac News

Mac NZ

>>

>>

Updates

macOS 10.12.1, iOS 10.1, Obsolete, Quicken, Flash, Music gets remixes

Apple updates macOS Sierra to 10.12.1
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After a month-long beta period, Apple has released the update
to macOS Sierra 10.12.1 with iPhone 7 Photos compatibility
fixes, Safari security enhancements, and more. macOS 10.12.1
update adds an automatic smart album in Photos for Depth
Effect images from the iPhone 7 Plus, improves
Microsoft Office compatibility with iCloud
Desktop and Documents, fixes some Mail issues
related to Microsoft Exchange, rectifies an
issue with incorrect paste text with Universal
Clipboard, improves Auto Unlock functionality
with Apple Watch, and improves stability and
security in Safari.

iOS 10.1 with Portrait for 7 Plus

Following several betas, Apple has just released the final version
of iOS 10.1, bringing a promised Portrait shooting mode to owners
of the iPhone 7 Plus, and various fixes for all compatible iOS
devices.
iOS 10.1 is a free download, available either through iTunes on
Mac or PC or over-the-air via the Settings>General>Software
Update menu in iOS.

New Macs for the Obsolete list

Apple adds products to its vintage and obsolete products list
— Apple is adding the late 2010 13-inch MacBook Air, thirdgeneration AirPort Extreme, mid 2009 AirPort Time Capsule
and iPhone 4 models to its vintage and obsolete products
list beginning October 31, according to Japanese website Mac
Otakara.
Products on the vintage and obsolete list are, for the most part,
no longer eligible for hardware service, beyond a few exceptions.

Apple defines vintage products as those that haven’t been
manufactured for more than five years, but less than seven years
ago. Obsolete products are those that were discontinued more
than seven years ago. Each of the products added were released
between 2009 and 2010.

Quicken 2017 for macOS

Quicken 2017 is now available for Mac and
Windows system.
The new product line offers users a
revamped interface, a mobile app
that’s iPhone/iPad compatible, and
new investment, reporting, and bill pay
capabilities.
The products have been re-designed to
work optimally on high resolution displays.

Adobe Flash updates for ‘critical’ security holes

Adobe has issued yet another new set of security updates for its
Flash Player plugin, dealing with serious vulnerabilities that could
allow a hacker to take control of a targeted computer.
The updates can downloaded using either Flash’s included
update tool (click Flash in the bottom row of System Preferences;
Updates) or from the Adobe website.

Apple Music just got Remixes

One of SoundCloud’s standout features, DJ song remixes, just
came to Apple Music (and Spotify). The first to hit Apple’s
streaming music service is DJ Jazzy Jeff’s remix of Room in Here
from Anderson .Paak.
As more remixes roll out music fans will have fewer reasons to
use SoundCloud.

Mac NZ

>>
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Mac & iDevice training in
Auckland

You’re getting MagBytes and may be
following my weekly Friday tips on Mac NZ
– but I sometimes run Grey Lynn Sessions
in Auckland (click on Training). This is the
cheapest way to learn, at $40 per session
in a friendly, group environment.
Please email if you are interested in
attending, as I only book a room when I
can guarantee five attendees.
The sessions are friendly, open to
questions at all times and are backed up by
‘tip sheet’ handouts.
I can and do train one-to-one or to small
groups at your home or workplace in
Auckland. This costs $95/hour.
I can present to institutions on Mac and
iDevice: tips, tricks, hidden features,
demystification ...Email Mark for info.

Mac diagnostics

Your Mac has various diagnostic tools and
routines available. If you think things are
going awry, check the Help page on Mac
NZ (click on Help at the top).

Mac help in the North

Dave Boswell has been a reseller in
Whangarei for 20 years and can assist.
MacNorth Computers 09 433 9855,
027 490 2332, or email Dave Boswell.

Apple assistance, Consumer Guarantees Act, help, support
Mac Senior Net — ready to help
If you are aged 55 years or better and you
use an Apple computer or device, Mac
Senior Net is a wonderful resource.

Christchurch: With nearly 600

members, this very active Applefocussed group covers Christchurch with
a dedicated lab – and caters to the city’s
surrounds by running iPad sessions in
rest homes. This is a large, well-run and
successful group.

Auckland: Mac Senior Net Auckland

provides on-going Apple Mac and iDevice
knowledge to help competency, learnt
alongside others in similar situations.
The Auckland Club holds monthly
meetings in Howick, Bayswater and
Remuera and provides lessons and talks
very reasonably. Go to MSN Ak’s web page
or email Marion Moffat.
Handy Absolute Beginners’ courses are also
available at SeniorNet, including for iPads.
Eden Roskill — This Auckland branch has
an Apple Group that meets on the second
Monday of every month at 487 Dominion
Rd in the Mt Eden Senior Citizen Rooms,
opposite Potter’s Park in Balmoral. There
are several courses for Apple users (Mac,
iPhone and iPad) as numbers warrant. To
join, call Janet 09 828 3098

>>

Mac Help

Papakura — Mac Interest Group meets
every 1st, 3rd and 4th week of the month
9.30 to Noon. An iPad Interest Group
meets every 3rd Tuesday at 1pm
An “Introduction to iPad” course run on
demand.

Apple support & AppleCare

Apple’s official support pages are
comprehensive and cover all aspects of
Apple hardware and software – it’s here.
Also try Intro to the Mac and How Tos.
AppleCare: If you need your Mac fixed,
look for an Apple licenced repair centre.
People often ask me if they should buy
AppleCare with their devices. Every new
Mac has a one-year warranty and 90 days
free phone support. AppleCare extends
this all out to three years. Under NZ
law, you are covered by the Consumer
Guarantees Act against anything going
wrong that comes down to parts failure
within reasonable expectations (say, inside
three years’ use), but be prepared to spend
anxious time on the phone, sticking to
your guns to get it fixed.
However, this absolutely does pay off.
AppleCare is expensive, depending on the
device, but it’s a replacement policy which
covers you anywhere in the world.
If you travel and you want full reassurance,
and you can afford it, AppleCare is superb.

Mac NZ

>>

iDevice news

>>

Nike+ for Watch, iPhone 7 and 7 Plus sales in the US

Apple Watch Nike+ release
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Following a quiet announcement
earlier in October, Apple on Monday
revealed more launch details for
the Apple Watch Nike+, which will
be released on October 28 in 41
markets including New Zealand,
with eight more to be added by the
end of the month.
Apple Watch Nike+ will be available
in two different aluminium case
sizes, 38mm and 42mm, and pairs
with four exclusive Nike Sport Band
colour combinations Black/Volt,
Black/Cool Grey, Flat Silver/White
and Flat Silver/Volt.
Apple Watch Nike+ will be available
in 38mm at a recommended retail
price (RRP) of NZ$599 and in 42mm
at a recommended retail price (RRP)
of NZ$649 from Apple.com, Nike.
com and select Apple Authorised
Resellers.

iPhone 7/7 Plus 43% in US

The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus were only
available for the final two weeks of
the third quarter, but it accounted
for 43% of Apple’s US iPhone sales
during the period, according to a
report by Consumer Intelligence
Research Partners (CIRP).

Logitech ad

Mac NZ

Apple’s secret iPhone 7 chip
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An intriguing chip has been discovered
in the teardown of the iPhone
7. We know that it’s a fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA),
but we don’t know what it’s
intended to do. The FPGA was
noted in the bill of materials
tear down by Chipworks back in
September.
Its part number is listed as Lattice
Semiconductor FPGA ICE5LP4K.
An FPGA is an integrated circuit
that works like an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) but can be reprogrammed in the
‘field.’ That suggests that Apple wants
to be able to change specific, low-level,
programming logic at the hardware level if
necessary.

7 Plus modem beats Intel’s

The Qualcomm modem used in some
versions of the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus
performs markedly better than the
Intel one, at least where signal might be

>>

iDevice news

>>

Secret chip, modem, all iPhones, IBM app, faux cords, Focusrite

poor, according to research published on
Thursday.

Tests of every iPhone ever

iPhone 7 is said to be 120 times faster than
the original 2G, which came out nine years
ago that’s a lot of progress in less than
a decade. Here’s a terrific suite of tests
on every iPhone Apple has shipped: boot
time, speed benchmarks, camera quality
(and low light performance), Touch ID
response, camera launch times, operating
temperature, sound output, and more.
There’s a nifty video, nicely narrated, of
nine years of iPhone development.

IBM’s MobileFirst Ed app

IBM has announced the first IBM
MobileFirst for iOS education
app: IBM Watson Element for
Educators, which enables a new
level of engagement for teachers
by providing a holistic view of
each student at their fingertips,
including data on interests,
accomplishments, academic
performance, attendance,
behaviours and learning
activities.

Apple vs Amazon cables

A lawsuit filed against Mobile Star claims
up to 90% of Apple-branded cables and
chargers offered on Amazon are phony.

Focusrite iOS App

Focusrite released iOS Control (Focusrite
Control), a free app that lets users of
Focusrite’s desktop app ‘Control’ to
extend control of their audio interfaces
to iPhone and iPad. Control works with
Focusrite’s larger audio interfaces.

Mac NZ
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Here we were, all hanging on for new
Macs. I know at least ten people in the
same boat as me: clinging on to our Macs,
keeping them running, afraid to upgrade
because we knew, or at least think we
knew (while definitely fervently hoping) a
new model was imminent. For me it was
specifically the MacBook Pro I was waiting
for – it hasn’t had a full update (just
minor refreshes) since 2012.
It was worse for Mac Pro users …
if there are any left. When that first
round Pro tower came out in 2013,
it was expensive but hey, it was the
fastest and best. But that didn’t
last long and even a year later you
could get a higher-specced PC for
considerably less. This has been very
difficult for Pro users to swallow,
and some have even jumped ship to
powerful Unix boxes while others
must be thinking enviously along
the same lines.
It’s not as if other manufacturers
failed to notice Pro-user unhappiness,
making more easily expandable, higherspecced and cheaper PCs available. The Pro
hasn’t been updated in years. Meanwhile,
the excellent, but overpriced (going by the
competition’s prices) Apple Thunderbolt
display has been cancelled entirely, with

>>

apple&talk

>>

The Cult of Mac was gettin’ anxious (written before the new Macs ...)
no replacement. Luckily there are excellent
high-quality displays you can plug in, in
their stead, but the Thunderbolt offered
some handy extra ports. But there were no
rumours that Apple is even looking at a Pro
update. Pro users who wanted to stay with
Apple have been buying very well-specced
27-inch iMacs instead.

Apple has almost limitless resources, yet
seems to have chosen to all but abandon its
strongest, and most powerful, supporters.
Leaving Mac lines to languish is starting
to affect sales. According to both Gartner
and IDC, during the third quarter (3Q)
of 2016, Apple shipped five million Macs

– down from 5.4 million in the year-ago
quarter, according to Gartner or from 5.8,
according to IDC: a 13.4% decline. You can’t
blame this on sales lost to iPad, since tablet
sales aren’t picking up the slack. And there
is no way on Earth that a powerful iPad
even begins to be able to do what a good
MacBook Pro can do, even if the latest iPad
Pro outperforms the overpriced,
virtually port-free MacBook. The
problem, everyone agreed, was
the stale Mac line-up.
Of course, the MacBook Pro
was strongly rumoured to be
undergoing work and everyone
has been hoping it will arrive
by the end of this October,
although that date is getting
uncomfortably close. For a
professional user, an Air or worse,
MacBook just can’t even begin to
cut it. With a good MacBook Pro,
you really can produce an entire
movie, soundtrack and plenty
more. It’s a really strong machine. And it
has a good array of ports – if Apple cuts
these, there will be a lot of disappointment.
The tragedy of all this is that if Apple hasn’t
produced something spectacular, the
professional crisis will depend and maybe
even become a tipping point.

Mac NZ

Radio — with streaming music available everywhere, what is radio?

Now, in iTunes, you can listen to radio
without even using Apple Music. Open
iTunes, make sure you’re on Music, and
along the top centre, you’ll see Library (your
music), For You (Apple Music), Browse,
Radio and Store. Yes, it’s called Radio.
There’s plenty there, and it’s well worth
a look, but the difference between that
and Apple Music is that Music has you
pay a subscription but then it curates to
your tastes, even making suggestions to
encourage music discovery, which is really
cool (Spotify and the like does the same
thing).
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>>

apple&talk

What’s the point of music radio any
more? I have very ingrained radio habits. I
listen to NZ National from 7am till about
1, to catch up on what’s going on in the
world from the country’s best journalists,
then I switch to Auckland’s BFM, which I
prefer for the music, some of the Wired
journalistic-style features and, let’s face
it, the consistently funniest ads you’ll
ever hear. My only gripe with BFM is that
some of the DJs think I want to hear them

discourse at length about whatever takes
their fancy. They’re wrong.
But I was listening to BFM the other day
when I realised the DJ was actually playing
tracks from Apple Music. I’m not saying I
could figure this out due to some kind of
extremely fine-tuned musical perception
combined with my long time close
association with all things Apple, because
no – I knew because he said so!

Which brings me back to BFM. I listen
to BFM because at least half the music
they play is music I like. BFM has been my
primary source of music discovery since
the 1980s. With Apple Music, I would get
a more tailored experience, discover new
music, no ads at all (even though BFM’s
are very witty), and no annoying DJs who
wrongly assume I will be dazzled by their
brilliance about everyday life when all I
want them to do is put another track on.
So, radio, maybe it’s time to reinvent
yourself – what do your listeners want to
listen to, in the internet age? Good talk
with a few great tracks in between? As we
can get as much music as we like online.

Mac NZ
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Apple has long been accused of being
a ‘walled garden’. This has several
meanings. For an Apple user, it means the
more Apple devices you have, the better,
as they all communicate with each other
to make your life easier. They’re all ‘in the
garden’, if you will. This metaphor does not
suit, say, someone who wants an Android
phone but uses a Mac. The other criticism
comes from developers: Apple ‘walls off’
its apps and the OS so you have to work
within this environment. You can’t modify
the environment itself, only the stuff in
the flower beds. Developers like messing
with the system – this represents a type of
digital freedom, sure, but it also leads to
multiple versions of the system, which is
what you have in the Android world. Your
app may work on your phone with your
OS, but it won’t necessarily continue to
work once you change phones or systems.
This frustration is much, much rarer in the
Apple world.
But, as I sometimes tell groups a little
fatuously, a walled garden is more secure
(true enough: Apple’s security record
remains stellar) and besides, ‘gardens are
nice’.
These criticisms resurfaced lately with
iPhone 7, since the only port into the device
now is an Apple-designed port, that being

iOS 10 and Apple’s ‘Walled Garden’, and next year’s iPhone
the Lightning
connector. That
means everything
interpreted
though this
port has to be
mandated and
controlled by
Apple, or at least
fit its Lightning
guidelines. As
Engadget pointed
out, to create
devices for the
Lightning port,
accessory makers
have to sign up for
Apple’s MFi (Made
for iPhone/iPod/
iPad) program.
However, the same can’t be said of iOS
10. iOS is now much more open than it was
three years ago. IOS 7 was a huge visual
overhaul, but it was nearly as locked down
as the previous versions.
The following year, Apple started opening
things up. Now, claims Engadget (again)
iOS is nearly as open as Android, at least
as far as users are concerned. Look at
the new Messages, for example: you can
add stickers, draw on photos, send your

(Image from Lydiard Park, UK)

heartbeat and even use other apps from
inside iMessage.
Going by the specs and reviews, iPhone 7
is a brilliant iPhone in every way. But now
we’re already wondering what next year
will bring, with even Fortune posting a
speculative piece on what Apple might
offer for an iPhone.
Why? Next year is the tenth anniversary of
the introduction of the first iPhone, which
appeared and changed everything in 2007.

>>

>>
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1/ Picture-I-Picture in macOS Sierra
supports picture-in-picture — You don’t
need Method 2 if you have the on-screen
controls (a little button at lower left on
your video player) but if that doesn’t appear
(I hardly ever see them), there’s another
way to enable PiP mode.
On, say YouTube, right-click in the middle
of the movie to bring up a set of YouTubesupplied HTML 5-based controls.
This takes doing it to get it, but once that
pop-up menu is on-screen, right-click
away from it (right of t, or left, or above or
below) and another pop-out menu appears,
as above.
Choose that, and the movie will unfold
and snap to the nearest corner of your Mac
desktop. You can only access this particular
Sierra contextual menu if the HTML
5-supplied pop-up menu is on screen first,
though.

>>

>>

Some tips for macOS Sierra (aka OS 10.12)
2/ Command-drag to position
Picture-in-Picture videos — If you’re
watching a video in picture-in-picture
mode in macOS Sierra, it snaps to the
nearest corner. Even when you drag it
out of that corner, it will again snap to
the corner nearest to where you let it
go.But hold down the Command key
while you drag to put the video where
you want it. Iif you Command-Drag the
video, it stays where you leave it. If you
don’t, it will snap to the nearest corner.
3/ Siri to search for images on the
internet — macOS Sierra’s voice assistant
can search the web for pictures. Click on
Siri’s colourful Dock or menu bar icon,
and say something like ‘Do a Web search
for images of [whatever]’. The list of
results that appears is interactive. For
example, you can drag and drop one of
those thumbnails out to your desktop to
save it there, onto Mail’s icon in the Dock
to attach it to an email, or into a Pages or
Word document to insert it. You can also
right- or Control-click a thumbnail to get a
few other options, including the ability to
copy the image.
4/ Using Photos Memories — The new
Memories feature within Sierra’s version
of Photos is a pretty cool way to look back

on the pictures you’ve taken. Depending on
how big your Photos library is, the program
will generate up to three new Memories
per day to remind you of events or places in
your life. You can look at these Memories
by choosing that option either under
the big buttons near the top of Photos’
window…
Selecting Memories in either place will
show you both the automatically-created
ones and ones you’ve made.
5/ Make a Memory — This is easy, if not
very obvious: click on the header for any
moment, collection, or year within the
main Photos view, and you’ll see an Add
to Memories option at the bottom of the
following screen.
Once you’re looking at all of your
Memories, then, you can double-click one
to check out the images within it or use
the Play button to view it as a slideshow. If
you see a Memory you really like and would
like to keep, you can ‘favorite’ it. Choose
Image>Add to Favorite Memories… or
right-click on the Memory and select that
same option.
To remove a favorited Memory, select it
and choose the Remove from Favorite
Memories option from the Image menu, or
right-click on it again and pick that from
the contextual menu.
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tips&tricks
1/ Ch-ch-changes — The iOS 10 changes
to notifications depend largely on whether
the device is equipped with 3D Touch.
Swiping left on a message now offers View
and Clear on non-3D Touch devices; just
Clear on 3D Touch devices. Users can now
also view photos and videos or respond
to messages directly from notifications
without having to open the app itself.
On 3D Touch devices (iPhone 6s onwards),
press on the notification to reveal the
notification actions menu. For example,
a Calendar notification hard-pressed will
now show your day-long view when you get
a meeting reminder. Overall, users can now
use 3D Touch to gain a compact view of
the app a notification is sent from, such as
message content from an email in Mail or
the last few messages from a contact. This
works similarly if a device is unlocked and
a notification banner shows up on the top
of the screen. Now, with 3D Touch, users
can hard press that notification to open the
message and interact with the notification
without opening the app.
For non-3D touch devices, hitting View will
open the alert and allows interaction with
the notification.
2/ With Apple TV — Apple TV Remote
gained greater utility in iOS 10 and tvOS
10 thanks to rich notifications. Instead of

>>

>>

Notifications have changed in iOS 10, and Messages gained power
relying solely on Siri Remote and the clunky
tvOS keyboard interface, rich notifications
let users quickly enter text directly from
the iOS lock screen. Notably, the system
works even while browsing tvOS with Siri
Remote.
tvOS sends a push notification to a
connected iPhone whenever the onscreen
cursor hits a text entry box. For example,
navigating to the search bar in YouTube’s
tvOS app will trigger a push notification
on iOS.
Interacting with the rich notification
through a 3D Touch press on iPhone 6 and
7 series devices summons a text entry box
with familiar iOS keyboard. After entering
text and tapping “Go,” control is returned
to Siri Remote.
Rich notifications appear in the lock screen
and as banners or alerts when iPhone is
unlocked. As a true push notification, the
interactive alerts show up even when Apple
TV Remote isn’t running in the background.
The feature is enabled by default and can
be configured in the iOS Settings app under
Notifications > Apple TV Remote Keyboard.
From here, users can opt to allow
notifications, show alerts in notifications
centre, enable sounds, activate lock screen
access and select their desired alert style.
(Apple’s legacy Remote app —the former
text entry mode of choice —is incompatible

with fourth-generation hardware.) Apple
TV Remote is a free download from the iOS
App Store.
3/ Change the volume of your messages
— Sometimes you want to whisper; other
times you need to shout. No problem.
Tap and hold on the send icon, then make
your choice of loudness or quietness from
the subsequent screen (main picture,
above). The available options are gentle,
loud, and slam. Plus, there’s an invisible
ink option that means the recipient has
to rub to reveal the text. Alternatively,
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tips&tricks
switch to the Screen tab, and you can add
some animated effects including balloons,
confetti, and fireworks.
4/ Share your location more easily — A
feature to let you do this is now built right
into the Messages app.
Tap the tiny info icon (an “i” in a circle)
in the top right-hand corner of any
conversation window, then opt to send
your current location (as a one off) or share
your location for a longer period of time.
People who don’t use Apple Messages get
an embedded maps link on a contact card.
5/ Filter people — Head to the front
page of Messages and you should see two
headings at the top: one says ‘Contacts &
SMS’ and another is ‘Unknown Senders’.
Anyone who’s not already in your address
book who tries to send you a note in Apple
Messages automatically gets dumped into
the second category.
If you don’t like the way this works you can
turn it off through the Messages screen
in the iOS Settings app (look for the Filter
Unknown Senders switch).
To give someone the all-clear for messages
in the future, just add his or her details to
your Contacts app and they’ll get through
to you again.

>>

>>

Locations and people-filter ~ Siri on Mac is handy; instant Emoji
1/ Siri on Mac does conversions — Now
that Siri is on your Mac, presuming you have
installed the latest macOS (10.12, which is
free in the Mac App Store – just search with
‘sierra’ if you don’t see it on the opening
screen) you don’t need to delve into Google
or the Calculator app in your Applications
folder, as you can now get a quicker answer.
Try this: launch Siri whether with the
keyboard combo (Command-Spacebar
is the default) or click the Siri button at
top-right of your monitor, and say ‘what’s
16 centimetres in inches?’ or ‘what’s 45
pounds in kilograms?’. Siri also does
currency: ‘What is 500 New Zealand dollars
in Euros?’ or even “What’s NZ500 in Euros?’
2/ Siri can even do date calculations —
Try ‘How many days until Christmas?’ or
‘How many days until April 3 2017?’
3/ Siri does difficult maths — Try asking
it some maths questions, too. If Siri can’t
perform a calculation locally, it passes it
along to Wolfram Alpha, So be sure to try
Siri out as a verbal calculator: ‘Is 39 a Prime
Number?’ or ‘What’s 367,289 divided by
93,999?’.
4/ Smart auto-empty trash — You won’t
need to worry about your full trash filling
up your Mac’s storage any more. While in

the Finder, choose the Finder menu, select
Preferences, click Advanced and then tick
Remove items for the Trash after 30 days.
macOS Sierra is smart enough to keep track
of which items have been sitting in your
Mac’s Trash for 30 days so only the oldest
items get deleted. Whatever you tossed in
yesterday, for example, will still be there
after last month’s files get deleted.
5/ Nifty instant Emoi — OK, finally, here’s
a nifty key combo to show you what Emoji
you can use in general typing. And this is in
El Capitan, the previous
macOS, too. Hold down
the Command, key
(there’s one either side
of your Spacebar) and
while it’s held down, hold
down the Control key,
and with them both held
down together, press the Spacebar. You’ll
see either the Emoji and Symbol Viewer
window. To switch between the window
and smaller palette, click the little icon
with the Command key symbol in the
upper-right corner of both the window and
palette.
Double-click any of the little images to
insert them in any text – like this:
.
You can switch between categories of
symbols with the icons along the bottom.
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Disk Drill 3

Elmedia Player by Eltima Software
With the demise of QuickTime Pro (some people still have it, but
if you lose it, it’s pretty hard to re-install) and the migration of
QuickTime into ‘just’ a video Player with a few extras like clips
copying and pasting (after you choose Show Clips from the View
menu) , third parties have come up with other media players for Mac
that offer more features.
One of the best of these is Elmedia Player by Eltima Software, a
multifunctional free media player for Mac that supports a wide
range of common (AVI, MOV, MP4, MP3, MPG ) those for Flash (FLV
and SWF) plus Windows media (WMV) and not-so-common audio
and video formats like DAT, FLAC, M4V, MKV and more.
Requires OS X 10.7+.
I posted a full review of this software on Mac NZ.
Elmedia Player by Eltima Software, free or cNZ$28/US$19.95 from
Eltima, and cheap (for a limited time) in the App Store.

Disk Drill 3 is the kind of software that can almost literally save
your life if you have deleted files, or something went wrong
with your computer and files have disappeared.
Macs don’t actually delete the file itself: the usual process is
that when you Empty Trash, the links to the files are obliterated,
but the files themselves are there, hidden.
Disk Drill can rebuild links to files that have not yet been
overwritten. It’s a free download from Clever Files and this is
clever indeed – with the free version, initiate a scan to see if
those files you lost are retrievable.
Once upon a time, you then had to upgrade to Pro (for US$89)
to actually retrieve them, which is better than buying the
software to then discover the files aren’t retrievable. But boy,
does Clever Files have a deal for you … because this free version
does recovery as well.
This software is reviewed in more detail online at Mac NZ.
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